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Abstract: Physical principles of output power limitation in low-voltage multibeam klys-
trons are considered. It is demonstrated that metamaterial consisting of array of metal 
inductive inserts and located in the cavity’s interaction region makes possible signifi-
cant increasing of phase velocity of transversal wave in the gap. This reveals the oppor-
tunity to enhance uniformity of the RF field interacting with the beams in the gap, inter-
action region diameter, beams current and power of the klystron without cathode volt-
age increase. Resonators in S and Ka bands are analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 
Ultra-high power klystrons and klystrodes (IOTs) are traditionally em-

ployed as sources of microwave power for electron linear accelerators [1–3]. 
Usually klystron output power increase is accompanied with significant rising of 
power supply voltage, which can achieve hundreds kilovolts in single-beam 
tubes. To obtain high electron efficiency in klystron it is required suppression of 
the space charge influence, which is provided by restriction of electron beam 
perveance at level 0.1–0.8 μA/V3/2 and results in further voltage increasing. High 
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cathode voltage decreases reliability of klystron, requires strengthening of ioniz-
ing radiation protection, isolators enlarging, discharges elimination. One of the 
possibilities of voltage lowering is the use of multibeam design, which makes 
possible total current enlarging at limited perveance of partial beam by means of 
beams number increasing. This approach was successfully realized in variety of 
works [4, 5], making possible to achieve output power 7 MW at power supply 
voltage ~60 kV. They employed annular resonators operating on fundamental, 
axially symmetrical mode E010, providing rf field uniformity on all beams and 
sufficient frequency separation of fundamental and nearest parasitic modes. An-
nular resonator diameter is directly proportional to number of beams, so further 
diameter enlarging for klystron power growth is restricted by dimensions of 
cathode, acceptable for fabrication, and reduction of frequency separation. 

In conventional multibeam toroidal cavity the number of beams is pro-
portional to square of diameter of interaction region, but the diameter is restrict-
ed by value ~0.42 λ because of worsening of rf field uniformity in interaction 
region [6]. Multi-barrel designs operating on high order modes enable some 
increase of power, however it implies significant distances of beams from mag-
netic system axes, resulting in significant transversal components of magnetic 
field, enlarged current intercept and remarkable thermal problems. 

Thus, conventional designs of klystron cavities limit further increase of 
beams number and output power at fixed voltage. Investigation of opportunities 
of further power rising of klystrons is of great scientific and practical interest. 

2. Physical reasons of rf field nonuniformity in interaction region  
of toroidal cavity and influence of metamaterial on rf field structure 

In axially symmetric toroidal cavity having interaction gap d   (and 
neglecting channels’ influence) electric field component Ez in a gap is described 
by expression      0, expz z mE r E J kr jm   in cylindrical coordinates, where 

Jm – Bessel function, k
v


  – wave number, m – azimuthal index (usually 

0m ). This is pattern of radial standing wave, which exists between two con-
ducting planes of interaction gap. Wave number k and resonance frequency ω 
are determined by wave phase velocity v c  and impedance, represented by 
peripheral “inductive” part of the cavity on the ends of interaction region. Thus, 
rf field structure of axially symmetric fundamental mode inside gap is defined 
by Bessel function  0J kr , which is almost constant at 1kr  , which funda-
mentally restricts radius of interaction region Ri 

0.7ikR                                                      (1) 
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However if interaction gap is filled by a material to provide diminishing 

of wave number k by means of phase velocity v increasing, then according to 
(1) radius of interaction region Ri can be significantly enlarged without field 
uniformity degradation. Such artificial material can be realized in the form of 
periodic or aperiodic array of inductive elements (in simplest case – straight 
conductors) connecting opposite sides of the gap. Properties of such metamate-
rials were actively investigated by many authors [7–9], including applications to 
klystron cavities [10–12]. However in recent case metamaterial was used main-
ly for field localization in the vicinity of the beam, but not for increasing of di-
mensions of area with uniform field. 

Let’s consider field uniformity increasing due to metamaterial influence 
on example of one-dimensional continuous transmission line model with dis-
tributed reactances and resonator based on it. It demonstrates qualitative peculi-
arities of the oscillations which are also inherent to three-dimensional struc-
tures. Relying on equivalent circuit of the line segment having length dx 
(Fig. 1a) dispersion equation can be easily derived: 
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where L [Hn/m], L1 [Hn·m], C [pF/m] – specific values of reactances of the line 
(Fig. 1b). 

Apparently line with metamterial possesses cut-off frequency cut , which 
depends on inductance of inserts L1. If line having length l is loaded at both 
ends by impedances Z(ω), then the turned out resonator has wave number k2 and 
resonance frequency res  satisfying dispersion equation 
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If the ends are open-circuited Z  , then the solution of dispersion 
equation is res cut  , k2 = 0, and electric field of the mode will be uniform 
along all length of the resonator. If impedance of the loads is inductive (Im Z(ω) 
is positive), then resonance frequency res cut  , solution of equation (3) k2 is 
real (Fig. 1b), and electric field distribution along line is described by function 

 2cos k x , which drops down from the center of resonator to its ends. The case 
is similar to field distribution in conventional toroidal cavities. If impedance of 
the loads is capacitive (Im Z(ω) is negative), then resonance frequency 

res cut  , solution of equation (3) k2 is imaginary (Fig. 1b), and electric field 
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distribution along line is described by function  2ch k x , which increases from 
the center of resonator to ends. In any case insertion of inductances L1 results in 
decreasing of absolute value of wave number 2 1k k  (Fig. 1b) and field uni-
formity is enhancing. 

3. Resonator with metamaterial for klystron in Ka-band 
Practical designs of resonator use array of discrete, but not distributed, 

inductances. This doesn’t qualitatively reshape field structure with respect to 
previously considered distributed one-dimensional analytical model. In millime-
ter wave band inductive inserts should have small inductance and can be real-
ized by straight conductors. As example we can consider rectangular ferruleless 
21-beam cavity (Fig. 2a) having dimensions 16×16×0.8 mm. Beams are located 
in region with dimension 12 mm (1.5λ!). Channels are placed with pitch 3 mm, 
thickness of inductive inserts is 0.5 mm. Frequency of fundamental mode is 
equal to 37.74 GHz. Adjacent high order mode has frequency 39.01 GHz, sepa-
ration 1.27 GHz supposed to be sufficient for excluding of influence of high 
order mode on induced field structure on frequency of fundamental mode. 

Uniformity of electric field on all channels is excellent (Fig. 2b). Interac-
tion impedances ρ in 13 channels are in range 3.02–3.13 Ohm (±1.8%) and in 8 
«corner» channels impedances drop to 2.74 Ohm (–22%). We can point out, 
that inductive inserts facilitate localization of electric field around channels and 
increasing interaction impedances.  

a    b 
Fig. 1. a – equivalent circuit of transmission line segment of length dx;  

b – dispersion of the waves in line: with metamaterial realized by inductive inserts L1 (solid line) 
and without metamaterial (dashed line) 
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a 

b 
Fig. 2. a – 21-beam cavity for Ka band; b – distribution of longitudinal component of electric field 

amplitude along central plane of the cavity. Markers show locations of channels axes. 

A figure of merit (FOM) of multibeam resonator can be defined as 
beamFOM N . It describes quality of resonator – potential for achieving large 

bandwidth. In considered cavity FOM = 62 Ohm, which is much greater than 
FOM = 23.7 Ohm of cavity without metamaterial, but using high order mode at 
the same frequency. 

4. Resonator with metamaterial for klystron in S-band 
Resonators at frequency 2.856 GHz are widely used in klystrons for elec-

tron accelerators. Low operating frequency implies use of inductive inserts hav-
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ing large inductance, which can not be realized by straight conductors. Enlarged 
inductance can be achieved in helix design, but location of helixes between 
channels results in significant increasing of diameter of interaction region (and 
cathode), and also in interaction impedance diminishing. We proposed design 
with helixes embracing each channel area. This approach provides significant 
inductance at minor enlarging of interaction region diameter. As example we 
considered 37-beam cavity (Fig. 3a), where channels form dense hexagonal 
structure. Each channel has individual helix, embracing beam area, and ferrule, 
which decreases electric field in the vicinity of the helix (Fig. 3b). Channels 
diameter is equal to 7 mm, channels pitch 14 mm, partial emitters have diameter 
13 mm (beam compression is 3.7). Thus, total cathode diameter is 98 mm, and 
interaction region diameter is 91 mm (0.87λ). Enlarged helix conductor cross-
section 0.7×1.5 mm provides effective cooling of helix through the body of 
klystron. Helix can be fabricated precisely using laser cutting.  

a          b  
Fig. 3. 37-beam cavity for S band (a); area of partial channel gap with ferrule and helix (b) 

Electric field amplitude distribution of fundamental mode in central plane 
(Fig. 4) demonstrates good equality through all channels.  

Interaction impedances in 37 channels are in the range 11.46–11.92 Ohm. 
Adjacent high order mode is located at frequency 3.11 GHz. Separation 
243 MHz (8.5%) is acceptable at narrow operation bandwidth ~0.2%. 

On a base of considered resonator high-power klystron in S-band was de-
signed having specifications shown in Table 1. 

In that way, klystron output power can be enlarged from 7 to 30 MW at 
moderate increase of cathode voltage from 52 to 85 kV and fixed cathode diam-
eter 98 mm at expense of slight emission current density growth from 8.2 to 
14.9 A/cm2 and more efficient utilization of cathode area. At the same cathode 
diameter emission surface area is 2.1 times greater than in annular cathode in 
prototype klystron. At larger cathode diameter the advantage in current and 
power becomes even more significant. 
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Fig. 4. Amplitude of longitudinal component of electric field vs coordinate Y along resonator’s 

diameter (see line on inset) 
 

Table 1. Specifications of klystrons 
Parameter Prototype [4, 5]  Considered design 
Power, MW 6–7 30 

Number of beams 40 37 
Partial beam current, A 4.75 19.83 

Cathode voltage, kV 52 85 
Total current, A 190 734 

Perveance per beam, μA/V3/2 0.40 0.80 
DC power, MW 10 62 
Efficiency, % 60 54 

Channels diameter, mm 7 7 
Partial emitter diameter, mm 8.6 13 

Emission current density, A/cm2 8.2 14.9 

5. Conclusion 
Analysis of considered examples of resonators demonstrates prospects of 

metamaterial employing for significant expansion of area of interaction region 
in multibeam klystron and, therefore, increasing of output power (up to 30 MW 
in S band) without cathode voltage rising. Number of beams, total current and 
output power grow proportionally to square of interaction region diameter (and 
cathode diameter). Such dependence distinguishes this design from convention-
al annular resonators, where number of beams depends linearly on cathode di-
ameter. In contrast to cavities with high order modes and annular cavities beams 
in considered design are located more closely to common axes of magnetic sys-
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tem providing small transversal components of magnetic field effecting on elec-
tron beams and small current intercept. 

Resonators with metamaterial (which can be referenced as metaresona-
tors) can be easily adjusted to frequency of second harmonic of signal facilitat-
ing increasing of klystron efficiency and power at operation in high efficiency 
regimes.  

Array of inductive inserts can be designed to be aperiodic making wide 
opportunities for designers to control rf field distribution in interaction region of 
klystron. 
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